Accelerating Convolutional Neural Networks by Removing Interspatial and Interkernel Redundancies.
Recently, the high computational resource demands of convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have hindered a wide range of their applications. To solve this problem, many previous works attempted to reduce the redundant calculations during the evaluation of CNNs. However, these works mainly focused on either interspatial or interkernel redundancy. In this paper, we further accelerate existing CNNs by removing both types of redundancies. First, we convert interspatial redundancy into interkernel redundancy by decomposing one convolutional layer to one block that we design. Then, we adopt rank-selection and pruning methods to remove the interkernel redundancy. The rank-selection method, which considerably reduces manpower, contributes to determining the number of kernels to be pruned in the pruning method. We apply a layer-wise training algorithm rather than the traditional end-to-end training to overcome the difficulty of convergence. Finally, we fine-tune the entire network to achieve better performance. Our method is applied on three widely used datasets of an image classification task. We achieve better results in terms of accuracy and compression rate compared with previous state-of-the-art methods.